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ABSTRACT: This paper is a comparative study in terms of grammar, adjective, genitive case, 

numbers, pronoun, infinitive, suffixes and prefixes, application of verbs, sentence, stress, and lexical 

comparison; in fact, this paper has compared Luri and persian. Luri dialect, which is the ground for 

Abadeh Tashk dialect, has a close grammatical and lexical bond with modern persian. This paper has 

also examined phonological processes (changes), such as substitution, elision, metathesis, and 

contraction which are discussed in detail in the text. As far as the author has searched, no full research 

has been conducted so far on the mentioned subject, and this is while changes can be seen in all its 

aspects. 

KEY WORDS: Dialect of Abadeh Tashk, persian language, grammatical differences, lexical 

comparison, vowels, consonants. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Throughout history, always many factors have led to the influence of different languages of the world 

on one another. Aside from the close relationship between Indian and European languages and their 

abundant common points, there aren’t many languages that are far from the above issue. Iranian 

dialects are a huge part of cultural treasures of the country, and maintenance, guarding and 

exploitation of these dialects is the responsibility of those who are interested in Iranian culture. These 

dialects are a complete mirror of the culture of people who have lived in a vast territory of Iran 

throughout history, and it is truly a worthy and good capital, which contains the identity of our nation. 

The dialect of Abadeh Tashk is derived from Luri dialect and Luri dialect is a member of south-west 

Iranian languages group, that both of them (Luri and Persian language) are the continuation of Middle 

Persian.  
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Today, Luri dialect in the considered region is more or less getting extinct. Although it has affected 

the Persian accent of Abadeh Tashk people, but not many people still speak Luri dialect. In this paper, 

it has been tried to have a comparison between the dialect of this region and Persian language, and to 

investigate various examples in terms of grammar, lexical comparison, difference in vowels, 

difference in consonant types, etc. 

DEVELOPMENT. 

Grammatical comparison. 

In terms of grammar, there are the following similarities between “Abadeh Tashk dialect” and 

“Persian language”, that some of them have a small difference mostly as reduction and enhancement 

or phonetic change: 

A. The sign for comparative and superlative adjectives, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Better                       tarbehtarbex −−  

The best                      tarinbehtarinbex −−  

B. The order in genitive case, and adjective case, and the preposition between them, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

My hand                            manedastmanedas −−  

Cool weather                          nekaxyeahav −               xonakyeahav −  

C. main numbers, ordinal numbers, and fractional numbers and their place as a numerical affiliate, 

for example: 
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English   Abadeh Tashk dialect        Persian 

Three cows   vagsegowso −−  

The fourth door  
darraahcdararc −−


minmin

 

D. Separate and continuous personal pronouns, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

You                     tote  

Your cow    vataggowet  

E. Infinitive sign, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect       Persian 

Eating     anxordanxard −−  

Sleeping    anbidaxanxowsid −−  

F. Prefixes of mood and negation in verbs, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Read     naxbenuxbe −−  

Don’t read    naxnanuxna −−  

G. Application of the auxiliary verbs of “be” //bidan in past perfect tense and subjunctive verbs, and 

“get” // edans


in passive verbs, for example: 

 English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

[I] had gone   damubraftebidamrafte −−  

[I] was seen   odamsdideedamsdide


−−  
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H. Some prepositions and conjunctions, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

With     abab  

That     keke  

But     valivali  

I. The structure of derivative and combinative verbs in terms of derivative prefixes and suffixes, with 

non-verb elements, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect        Persian 

[You] took it    tisabardtisda


var  

[It] flew    
kardzaparvgereftlab −−

 

J. Adjustment of Subject and verb in terms of person and number, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect      Persian 

You said [one person]   
goftitogoftite −−

 

You said [more than one person] 
goftidaomsgoftinaems −−



 

K. The place of predicate in linking sentences, for example: 

English    Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

The weather is dark     
astrikatvaahrikeatahav −−−

 

Comparison in terms of prosody. 

A. Stress in noun, adjective, preposition, pronoun, number, for example: 
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English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

(Noun) Tree    
deraxtderxt

   

(Adjective) Wise   anadanad  

(Preposition) But   ivalival  

(Simple past) Slept   bidaxdixows  

B. Syllable structure for example: 

Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

////

////

////

cvcccvcc

cvccvc

cvcv

 

Lexical comparison. 

The words in this dialect, compared to Persian words, can be divided into three groups: 

A. The ones which are totally different, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Father    bowo     Pedar 

Sister    dede    Khahar 

Brother   akak     Baradar 

 

B. The ones which are totally the same, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect            Persian 

Pain    dard      dard  

Cold    sard      sard  

Dark    tarik      tarik  
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C. The ones which have phonetic difference with each other; these differences are the following types: 

1. Difference in phone types, which is divided into two groups: 

A. Difference in vowels which is: 

The // a  before nasal consonants meaning /m/ and /n/ in Persian is turned to //u in Abadeh Tashk 

dialect: ua →  

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Soul     naJnuJ  

Dinner     
masmus

−

 

Comb     neasneus


 

Clothe     meaJmeuJ  

Cup     maJmuJ  

// a  in Persian, compared to // a in Abadeh Tashk dialect, can be seen in the following example: 

English  Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Tooman   namutteman  

// a in Persian before the consonant // h  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in the same:  haa /→  

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Road     harhar )(  

Hat     hakolhakol )(  

Straw     hakhak )(  

The // a in Persian, when comes before the consonant //b is usually turned to the compound vowel 

, and //b is also omitted:  bowa /→  //ow
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English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Lip     LabLow  

Water     baow  

Night     absows


 

Fever     tabtow  

Green     sabzsowz  

Partridge    kabkkowk  

// a in Persian compared to //e in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English.             Abadeh Tashk dialect Persian 

Iron   
hanahena

−−

 

Henna   ahanhena  

In this dialect the // a  which exists in Persian at the beginning of some words, is omitted: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect           Persian 

Pomegranate    raanran  

//o in Persian compared to //e  in this dialect in some words: 

English  Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Enemy    mansdomansde


 

High    bolandbelan  

Daughter   doxtardextar  

Cruelty    zolmzelm  
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//o in Persian compared to // a  in this dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Cool     
xonaknekax

 

Stale     kohneneak  

//u in Persian compared to // i  in this dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Needle     zanussizan  

Chicken    jeuJJije  

//u in Persian compared to //o  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Burning    tantan xussox  

Sewing    tantan xuddox  

// i in Persian compared to //e  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Pour     tantan rixrex  

Sift     tantan bixbex  

 

B. Difference in consonant types: 

//b in Persian compared to // f and //v  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in the following words: 
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English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Recording    zabtzaft  

Ax     tabartavar  

On     barvar  

// d in Persian compared to // t  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect        Persian 

Kick     lagadatla  

// d in Persian at the end of some words is omitted in this dialect: 

 English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Several    andcanc


 

High     bolandbelan  

Early     duzzi  

Clause     bandban  

Read     ndaxxon  

// f in Persian compared to //b  in this dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Half     nesfnesb  

// h in Persian compared to // x  in this dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Better     behtarbextar  
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Neutralization of the phonemes // m and // n before the consonant //b , for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Saturday   anbesambeds


 

Cotton    panbepambe  

Tail fat    donbedombe  

Pulpit    manbarmambar  

// r in Persian compared to // l  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Bitumen    iril   

Hunting    
raekslaeks

−−

 

Wool     korkkolk  

Leaf     arglg bba  

Venus     zahrezahle  

//


z in Persian compared to // j  in Abadeh Tashk dialect, for example: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Manijeh    



emanizmanije  

Gendarme    rmandazrmandaJ


 

Difference in the number of phones. 

Omission of the // t in Persian at the end of some words in Abadeh Tashk dialect: 
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English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Right     starsar  

Wanted    staxsax  

Skin     stupsup  

Hand     dastdas  

Drunk     mastmas  

Omission of // h in Persian in the following word: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Four     raahcrac


 

Replacement of the two side consonants in the ending consonant cluster in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Cancellation    fasxfaxs  

Ceiling     fsasaf   

Photo     aksask  

Lock     oflolf   

Rate     nerxnexr  

Shoulder    ketfkeft  

Difference in consonants or vowels of some similar words: 

a in Persian is turned to ey in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Mirror     yeneaeyne  
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a in Persian is turned to a  in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Bride     suarsura  

a  in Persian is turned to ow in Abadeh Tashk dialect in some words: 

English   Abadeh Tashk dialect  Persian 

Water     baow  

Sleep     baxxow  

Bile     bazardzardow  

Phonological processes in Abadeh Tashk dialect. 

The changes which are created due to combination of phones in words are called phonetic processes. 

Persian phonetic changes have existed in ancient Persian, Middle Persian, and modern Persian, that 

some of them can be mentioned: omission of some phonemes, substitution (conversion of some 

phonemes to other phonemes); or even in some words, there is more than one change, for example: 

(substitution and elision, substitution and metathesis, metathesis and elision, etc.). In this dialect, like 

all languages, the mentioned phonetic evolutions occur.  

In Abadeh Tashk dialect, obvious phonetic changes occur, such that in many words, a consonant is 

substituted by another consonant, namely, “substitution” occurs in them, or some consonants are 

omitted meaning that “elision” occurs in them, and in some cases, two consonants are displaced 

meaning that “metathesis” occurs in them, and sometimes “contraction” occurs in a word; sometimes 

also more than one change occurs in a word at the same time, namely: metathesis and elision, 

substitution and metathesis, substitution and contraction, or etc. 
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Examples. 

Examples of various types of phonetic changes are presented below: 

Elision. 

The process of omission of some consonants in Abadeh Tashk dialect: 

- Initial elision: omission of a at the beginning of word: ranraan = (pomegranate); 



= stastaa (fire) 

- Middle elision: omission of d  at the middle of word: gannemgandom=  (wheat); 

neuxurneadxur =  (river); nubanahennabandahan =  (Hanabandan) 

-Final elision: 

- Omission of t in ts  group: samstam = (yogurt); maesknaestek =  (glass); dasgadastgah=

(machine); assasts


=  (washed); dasdast = (hand); hashast = (is); ninist = (is not); masmast =

(drunken); supstup = (skin); ecadaspecadastp


= (hasty); dassedassedastedaste= (group-by-

group);  (napkin); sarstar = (right); deresdorost = (true); 

zadasnemzadastnam = (ablution); dasbandastband = (bracelet). 

- Omission of t  in ts


group: 



= sadtsad (had); sadshatsadsha


= (eight hundred); 



= shetshe

(put); nupespes =nat (breast). 

-Omission of d in nd group: anand  = (sugar); zeaannzeaand = (size) (substitution has also 

occurred); monnendeam = (remainder); belanboland = (high); bannebande = (servant) (elision 

and substitution); xannexande= (laugh); banband = (clause); gosbansfandug = (Sheep); 

xanlowlabxand −= (smile) (also omission of b in lab ); navanavand = (Peganum harmala); 

dasbavdastband = (bracelet); xonndax =  (read); sfansfand =  (Esfand); ancandc


=  (several). 

ladasmladastm =
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-Omission of d in the group zddezdozd := (thief). 

- Omission of d at the end, after high vowel uziduz := (early). 

- Omission of z at the end of the word after vowels: icizc


= (thing); uemrzuemr = (today); 

udirzudir = (yesterday); uderrzudor = (two days); hanizuhan = (still). 

- Omission of h at the end of the word after vowels: gahag = (sometimes). 

- Omission of h in some words before r : arahr  = (miff); mermehr = (affection); marmahr =

(dowry); racrahac


= (four). 

- Omission of h in some words after the consonant n : aa tantanh = (alone). 

- Omission of h in some words after low vowel a : zalezahre = (Venus). 

- Omission of h in some words after the consonant b : sobsobh = (morning). 

- Omission of h in some words after the consonant l : solsolh = (peace) 

- Omission of b after vowels at the end of words: owsudsabud


=  (douche); owudbaud  =

(grout). 

- Omission of f in a number of words: gosbansfandug = (sheep). 

- Omission of b at the end of some words: lowlab = (lip). 

- Omission of h  between two vowels or after consonant: zamatzahmat = (trouble); 

ramatrahmat = (mercy). 

- Omission of u  between two l : lleugleulug = (bullet). 

- Omission of h  after vowel o : neakkohne=  (stale). 

- Omission of high vowel a at the middle of word: xojelatlataxej = (shame). 
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- Omission of still letters especially at the end of words: katketf = (shoulder); dudu = (dough); 

taltalx = (bitter); sessost = (loose). 

Substitution (transformation). 

In some words, a consonant is converted to another consonant. For example: 

- Conversion of b to v : vartatabar = (ax); varxaxabar = (news); zavzab = (open); var=bar (on). 

- Conversion of r to l : ravrav palpar = (fattening); zalalzarar = (harm); zanjirzanjir = (chain); 

zalezahre = (Venus; as a metaphor for courage); latrat = (strand, hair strand); ilir  = (bitumen); 

lgarg bab = (leaf); kolkkork = (wool); laeksraeks


= (hunting). 

- Conversion of b to f : 



= snafsnab (corner); saftsabt = (register); zaftzabt = (record); 

faba tantan = (rope). 

- Conversion of d to z : xezmatxedmat = (service); tabazztabadz = (villain). 

- Conversion of s to z : tazbitasbi = (rosary), or in the same word, conversion of s to v and 

conversion of b to z : tavzitasbi = (rosary). 

- Conversion of n to b : dombedonbe = (tail fat). 

- Conversion of s to 



s : nisaksniak


= (succor). 

- Conversion of f to b : nesbnesf = (half) 

- Conversion of f to d : dmeaftamehaf = (Fatemeh) 

- Conversion of g to  : atlalagad = (kick) 

- Conversion of h to x : bextarbahtar = (better) 

- Conversion of b to d : baddaxtbadbaxt = (miserable) 

- Conversion of x to h : neuhneux = (house) 
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- Conversion of n to m : raambraanb = (warehouse); mbesanbes


= (Saturday); 

pomsadnsadap = (five hundred); ambarcanbarc


=  (collarbone); membermenbar = (pulpit); 

pambepanbe = (cotton). 

- Conversion of j to


z : lazmelamaj


= (opportunity) 

- Conversion of k to y : aybarakbar = (Akbar) 

- Conversion of 


z to j : manijeezmani =


(Manijeh) 

- Conversion of u to i : setinnusot =  (column); diddud = (smoke); biddub = (was); tittut =

(berry); jijejeuj = (chicken); hanizuhan = (still); ineneu ravrav = (reverse); sizanzanus =

(needle). 

- Conversion of k to :  aalakal = (crow). 

- Conversion of k to d : rodrok = (frank). 

- Conversion of d to t : gartgard = (powder); atlalagad = (kick). 

- Conversion of to x : yaxeeya = (collar); vaxtitiva = (when); 



= snaxsna (role). 

- Conversion of n  to m and also conversion of vowel o to e : lademmladonb = (rear); 

amboranbor = (pincers); pambepanbe = (cotton); ambarcanbarc


= (collarbone); 

tambalbal =tan (lazy); ambesanbes


= (Saturday); membarmenbar = (pulpit). 

- Conversion of b to the vowel ow: owsdiabsdi


=  (last night). 

- Conversion of f to the vowel ow: raowsraafs = (bridle); 



= sderowsderaf (banner). 

- Conversion of the vowel u to i : siratratus = (face). 
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- Conversion of the vowel e to o in the word: norfinnefrin= (curse). 

- Conversion of high vowel u to low vowel o : tantan koffuk = (contuse). 

- Conversion of



c to



s : rakshirahick


= (no work); icicizecec


= (what). 

- Conversion of h to y : moyihiam = (fish). 

- Conversion of p to f : lukafslukaps = (capsule). 

- Conversion of low vowel a to high vowel a : umauam = (uncle); surasuar = (bride). 

- Conversion of low vowel i to the vowel o : tantan roxrix = (pour). 

- Conversion of the vowel i to e : nuresmnarism = (rope); tantan rexrix = (pour); tantan bexbix =

(sift). 

- Conversion of b to  : ucbuc


= (wood). 

- Conversion of high vowel a to high vowel u : nuresmnarism = (rope); nurnar = (thigh); 

neuxurneadxur = (river); muhammahamm = (bathroom); nuladnalad = (corridor); niuzunaz =

(knee); neusneas


= (comb); nufenjnafenj = (cup); nuyaxdnayaxd = (box); muxmax = (raw); 

mujmaj = (cup). 

- Conversion of the vowel u to i : kodiukad = (pumpkin); terazinuzatar = (scale); jijejeuj =

(chicken); ziduz = (early); niuzunaz = (knee); setinnusot = (column); sizanzanus =  (needle); 

siratratus = (face); kicekuce= (alley); ineneu ravrav = (reverse). 

- Conversion of the vowel a to e : 

terazinutaraz = (scale); henaahan =  (henna); telatala =  (gold); angseangsa


=   (beautiful); 

lazmelazma


=  (opportunity); henahana =  (iron). 
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- Conversion of m to n and d to n : onneomde = (major). 

- Conversion of low vowel a to high vowel a : surasuar = (bride). 

- Conversion of high vowel a to low vowel o : xonndax = (read). 

- Conversion of high vowel a to compound vowel ey : eyneyenea = (mirror) 

- Conversion of s to



c , j to



c , and d to t : etccmamasjed


= (mosque). 

- Conversion of low vowel o to high vowel a : neakkohne= (house); nekaxxonak = (cool). 

- Conversion of low vowel o to low vowel e : teftof = (spit); xedaxoda = (God); dextardoxtar =

(daughter); setinnusot = (column); elsols


= (loose); aemsaoms


= (you); mansdemansdo


=

(enemy). 

- Conversion of high vowel a to compound vowel ow : owba = (water); xowbax = (sleep); 

zardowbazard = (bile). 

Metathesis. 

In some words, two consonants are replaced, meaning that “metathesis” occurs in them. 

- Replacement of f with l : plfofl  = (lock) 

- Replacement of y with l : lgarg bab = (leaf) 

- Replacement of f with y : korfkofr = (disbelief); norfinnefrin= (curse) 

- Replacement of f with t : koftketf = (shoulder) 

- Replacement of r with x : nexrnerx= (rate) 

- Replacement of s with y : karskasr = (fraction) 

- Replacement of z with r : narznazr = (vow) 

- Replacement of t with r : artcatrc


= (umbrella); tketr ker= (kettle); artatr = (perfume) 
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- Replacement of with l :  olslos


= (job) 

- Replacement of k with s : askaks = (photo) 

- Replacement of s with x : noxsenosxe = (version); faxsfasx= (cancellation) 

- Replacement of b with v : zerbzebr = (rough); terbebreut = (Tobra); sarbsabr = (patience). 

- Replacement of t with l : saltsatl = (bucket) 

- Replacement of h with r : marhammahram= (intimate) 

- Replacement of x with l : bolxboxl = (stinginess) 

- Replacement of l with y : nueylnaaly  = (hookah) 

- Replacement of b with v : navznabz = (pulse) 

- Replacement of f with :  saffsa = (ceiling) 

Also, replacement of some vowels: 

- Replacement of vowel o with e : deracdorac


= (tent); tengtong = (flagon); edancodanc


= (cast 

iron);  aejaoj = (stove); domdom = (tail); jerajora = (brick). 

- Replacement of vowel a with e : ahenhana = (henna); henahana = (iron). 

- Replacement of vowel a with ow: rasowsa =rav (horseman). 

- Replacement of high vowel u with low vowel i : sideadeusa = (calm). 

- Replacement of high vowel u with low vowel e : terbebreut = (Tobra). 

- Replacement of low vowel e with low vowel o : xoraxera = (The last) 

- Replacement of low vowel o with low vowel i : zikanzokan = (thin). 
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Metathesis and elision. 

In some words, there are more than one change, namely, substitution and elision; substitution and 

metathesis, substitution and contraction, or metathesis and elision or etc. which come along with each 

other. 

-Omission of h in some words before r and replacement of low vowel o with high vowel a :

reammohre= (bead) 

Enhancement. 

- Enhancement of g to the end of the word: neygney = (reed) 

- Enhancement of low vowel e to the beginning of the word: kamse


(pregnant); tannofse


(hear); 

mordanse


(count). 

Substitution and enhancement. 

Conversion of n to m and enhancement of d : ambedsanbes


= (Saturday). 

CONCLUSIONS. 

There are some conclusions such as: 

➢ According to what was said, the following can be presented as the conclusion of the discussion: 

➢ Abadeh Tashk dialect is derived from Luri dialect and is a branch of southwestern Iranian dialects. 

➢ Abadeh Tashk dialect, which is based on Luri dialect, is very similar to modern Persian in terms 

of grammatical and lexical structure. 

➢ The words in Abadeh Tashk dialect, compared to formal Persian words, can be divided into three 

groups: a completely different group, a completely identical group, and a group which have 

phonetic difference, that this is divided into two parts itself, which has been explained in the text. 
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➢ Also, according to what was said, in the mentioned dialect, most of the cases have been related to 

the processes of “elision”, “metathesis”, “enhancement”, and “metathesis and elision”, 

respectively. 
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